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ABOUT US 
Hello, and welcome to Regent Park Film Festival’s 2023 School
Program!

Regent Park Film Festival (RPFF) is a non-profit cultural and
educational media arts organization. We’re Toronto’s longest-
running, free community film festival, and is the sole community
film festival in Canada’s largest and oldest public housing
neighbourhood. RPFF is a staple in the community. In addition to our
annual festival in November, we offer year-round screenings,
our annual School Program, workshops and community events at
no cost.

RPFF is dedicated to showcasing local and international
independent works relevant to people from all walks of life. The
key communities we serve are Black, Indigenous and People of
Colour (BIPOC) communities, people with low-income, people who
live in public housing, and Regent Park residents. The films we
present break stereotypes and show that no one place or person
has just one story.

This year we are excited to provide a selection of films for the
School Program that address themes of Mental health, community
building, cultural diversity, and much more. We hope this program
will provide an entryway into having nuanced conversations
about big concepts and ideas within the language ARTs and social
studies curriculum, among others.
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NOTE: Educators are required to review all films and lesson plans before sharing the content with
their students. It is also the responsibility of all Educators to provide information about the content

and themes of the films to parents, if so required by their School or School Board.



Girls in Chess shines a spotlight on the gender gap in the world of
competitive scholastic chess.

Directed by Dani Sadun
Frida in the Sky, 6 mins

Frida, an 8-year-old engineering prodigy, builds an airplane behind her
mother’s back to follow in her Abuela’s legacy.

Directed by Jenny Schweitzer Bell
Girls in Chess, 4 mins
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Charlie is a CODA (Child of Deaf Adult) with a wonderful mom and an
adorable dog. When her mom’s bracelet goes missing, she sets off into
the wild with her homemade map, where she uncovers breathtaking
landscapes and priceless treasure.

Charlie and the Hunt, 15 mins
Directed by Jenn Shaw 
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Wash Day follows Zoey, a young black girl, as she spends the day
washing, styling, and sometimes fighting with her hair.

Directed by Jaida Salmon
Wash Day, 2 mins
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The Amazing Adventures of Awesome is a hand illustrated animated
film about a young autistic girl at the heart of a quiet revolution.

Directed by Allison Brownmoore
The Amazing Adventures of Awesome, 6 mins

Content Note: Doing Black hair does not equal to being brave. Self-care,
even when it's difficult, is brave.



 Bravery comes in all shapes and sizes. It appears when we least expect it and it guides us
through the most simple tasks of the day. This program highlights the different ways people

show their bravery when dealing with themes of loss, family bonds and self-discovery. 

definitions and terms

Example: Your name, your fingerprint, your ethnicity, what you enjoy doing, are all
parts of your identity.

CODA:  Children of D/deaf Adults, often known by the acronym CODA, is a hearing
person who is raised by one or more deaf parents or legal guardians. 

Divorce: When a couple ends their marriage by law. Sometimes this means they
won’t live together anymore but, if they have children, they are still a family and will
take care of their children together. 

Autism: Autism is a condition that involves the development of the brain and it affects
people in different ways. Autism is usually associated with challenges that people
have with communicating, socializing or behaving. All people with autism view the
world uniquely and we have the opportunity to learn from their perspective.
Source: https://www.who.int/news-room/fact-sheets/detail/autism-spectrum-
disordersgclid=CjwKCAjws9ipBhB1EiwAccEi1Lt7VsBTVCp8Cz4Uxt2Jq7hWwP8nuimCeibn9yZgtY-
9uvqYdPhAXxoCGRcQAvD_BwE

Community: A group of people living or working together in the same area or have
something in common, whether that be related to identity, beliefs, and more. People in
communities might go to the same schools, shop in the same stores, enjoy doing the
same things, or come from similar backgrounds.

Identity: Who you are as a person. This is everything from how you look, where
you’re from, who you’re friends with, your hobbies, etc.

Further reading for teachers: https://www.parentmap.com/article/identity-difference-race-how-teach
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There are different types of courage (e.g., physical, emotional, social, moral).
Discuss as a class different ways that we can be courageous. 
Think of a time you or someone else wanted to avoid something that was scary
or uncomfortable? What happened? What gave you courage?
Think of a time when a friend needed your help. How did you help them get
through their problem? 

Further thinking: How do you like to be helped through a problem? 
What does taking care of your community look like? What are some things you
can do to make sure people in your community feel included?
Create an identity map! Draw a circle with your name in the center of the page.
Create other circles coming out from the center circle. Label these circles with
parts of your identity (e.g., favourite food, hobbies, skills, strengths, weaknesses)
and fill them out! 

            Example: Under “Skills”: fast runner, good at making friends etc. 
Create a class courage jar. Every time a student does something courageous or if
they see someone in the class being courageous, they can write down their
courageous act on a slip of paper and add it to the jar. These slips can be read at
the end of the week or month to remind students how courageous and resilient
they are.

discussion and activity prompts
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